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Abstract The traditional Internet of Things (IoT) vision states that passive, every-

day objects are uniquely identified through some computer-readable means such as

barcodes or RFID so that electronic systems can identify them. The identity is then

used to retrieve a virtual representation for the object - a source of information that

forms the basis for context awareness, decision making or action invocatoin. It was

envisioned that every object in the world could be tagged and that the Internet could

provide the network across which these “things” could be active (resolved, inter-

acted, etc.). In this chapter, we describe how this vision converges with the vision

for Intelligent Environments (IEs) as Ubiquitous Computing deployments that are

endowed with an Ambient Intelligence. In particular we see the marriage of passive-

objects from IoT and active-objects from IE as symbiotic if real-world deployment

can ever be achieved - it is from these objects that the fabric of IEs will be woven.

1 Introduction

As the vision for an Internet of Things (IoT) becomes closer to reality, the number of

objects that are deployed in the real world with a digital presence increases towards

a massive scale. Familiar objects that already exist around us in the spaces we oc-

cupy will be given a digital-identity and possibly endowed with computational and

communication capabilities. They, along with new and novel objects that include

the virtual, will be interconnected and reflected by a digital presence. Collectively,

these objects form part of the IoT – a massive distributed system that requires in-

frastructure to enable operation, discovery and management while simultaneously

protecting scope, security and privacy. With such a rich and diverse landscape of

information, there arises the necessity for standard middleware and novel Artificial
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Intelligence (AI) to be used in dealing with / operating such a body of knowledge

that results.

This chapter introduces the concepts that outline how active and passive objects

are interconnected and unified in the real world. Collectively they form the fabric

from which Intelligent Environments (IEs) are constructed and provide a layered

support for intelligent agents and software applications to operate atop. The for-

mation of an agent population within an IE results in an emergent and collective

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) that exists as a product of interaction, cooperation and

even competition among intelligent agents. The model scales-up to form a view

of the world as a set of interconnected IEs between which human users and their

subservient agents may roam. The purpose of this effort is to facilitate a better qual-

ity of life and continuity-of-experience as perceived by human inhabitants through

environmental adaptation.

Herein, we describe convergence between the IoT and IE research fields. Al-

though the two are distinct in their vision, the real world will be deployed by a

hybrid of both - this chapter identifies how the envisioned Large-Scale Intelligent

Environments (LSIEs) infrastructure can support the digital identity that is given

to passive objects by mixed technologies such as RFID and barcodes. Conversely,

the IoT vision enhances the operation of IEs by enabling passive objects to exist

along-side active objects (which have embedded computation and communication

capabilities).

Sect. 2 introduces the more significant IoT and IE literature that has led us to the

present state-of-the-art. This includes a description of the four “living-labs” that we

have constructed on the University of Essex campus. Sect. 3 then presents a view of

the world that scales from individual passive / active objects, through the IEs they

occupy and up to clouds as virtual collections of IEs. Sect. 4 describes the significant

requirement on enabling technology - such as middleware for the interconnection of

entities (Sect. 4.1) and agents, applications and virtual appliances for intelligent

operation (Sect. 4.2). The material discussed is then illustrated through the use of

a case study in Sect. 5. The chapter is then summarised and concluded with some

remarks on future work in Sect. 6.

2 State of the Art

In 1991, Mark Weisers seminal work [1] described a grand “Ubiquitous Comput-
ing” (UC) vision for our future in which computer technology becomes transpar-

ently embedded in the world around us. This takes a user-centric approach in which

the cognitive load of technology on people is reduced by making technology recede

into the background of our lives, beyond human perception. This is in contrast to

the modern day model of people staring “awkwardly” at a desktop screen - inter-

acting on the terms of technology. The emergence of mobile-computing can be seen

as a stepping stone between the two where users are always connected through the

device they carry with them. In the years since, UC has flourished and stimulated a
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great many works that span the entire spectrum of technology and society. The re-

lated fields of UC, IE, IoT, AmI and Pervasive Computing all offer variations around

the same theme with focus on specific parts of the problem space. In the following

two sub-sections, we focus on the more significant works in the IE and IoT areas.

The convergence of these two areas is object-centric and relies on the availabil-

ity of common infrastructure. The real world will likely be the result of work that

evolves from both IE and IoT fields and so the convergence of the two must be

achieved. The problems of infrastructure and sensor availability that afflict the IoT

vision are implicitly solved by the IE vision, whilst the IE need for a mix of passive

and active objects is augmented by the IoT body of knowledge.

2.1 Internet of Things

Circa 1999, the IoT concept was suggested as a means to connect the internet to the

physical world through the large-scale deployment of sensors. The intended pur-

pose was to remove the dependance of humans by machines in acquiring informa-

tion and to allow the information to be directly sampled from the real-world. With

this proposition, the “Auto-ID Centre” was established. The purpose of the Auto-ID

Centre was focused towards the investigation into Radio-Frequency IDentification

(RFID) technology so that everyday objects could be given an Electronic Product

Code (EPC) to aid supply-chain management [2] [3]. The work carried out under

this Centre surpassed the standardisation of RFID and also investigated other asso-

ciated problems, such as the specification of a common description language used

to describe objects, processes and environments [4].

The “Cooltown” project explored the possibilities of linking every object in the

world to a web-presence [5]. The work made use of several contact and non-contact

sensing technologies and was motivated to link the physical and virtual worlds to-

wards a mobile computing vision. Of note, this work examined other works in the

field and classified the nature of links between a physical and virtual object by ap-

plication [6] :

• Physical Browsing: The association of digital documents with physical objects -

users designate entities that interest them, and thereby obtain documents (pages)
about them.

• Content Repositories: The association of some digital content with physical

objects - so that users may transfer the content to one another or move it from
place to place by passing the corresponding object around.

• Copy-and-Paste: The temporary association of content with a physical “clip-
board” object - so that users can copy content from a source and paste it to a
sink.

• Communication Points: The association of communication medium with phys-

ical objects - so that users who encounter the same object can communicate (for
example using bulletin boards, email, voicemail, etc.).
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• Physical Icons: The association of actions with physical objects - so that users
can invoke actions such as turning a light on, by manipulating a physical object
(in a similar fashion as selecting an icon on a desktop PC will invoke some
action).

The authors of [6] also describe Physical-Icons as inputs to computational func-

tions where the physical object can be mapped to a virtual entity. We would however

argue that this deserves its own classification:

• Object Reflection: The association of a virtual entity with a physical object -

so that a user can identify an object, for the system to manipulate in some way
through its virtual counterpart (for example identifying a camera will then pro-
vide a user-interface for the virtual functions of the camera, such as “view pho-
tos”). The identification of users can also be considered as part of this classifica-

tion.

Various technologies have been used to achieve the tagging of objects so that they

can be identified uniquely, reliably and quickly by electronic systems [7]: Visual

Object-recognition [8] [9], barcodes [10] [11], 2D barcodes (such as QR codes) [12],

Infrared beacons [13] and badges [14], Ultrasound [15] [16], RFID [17], Ubisense

(an RF-based realtime location tracking technology) [18], Wi-Fi [19], etc.

The salient point of the original IoT work is to identify “passive” objects (objects

which have no computational or communication capabilities beyond that required

to identify themselves) and to then do something based on that identity. It is worth

noting that the tagged objects are passive - they do not actively do anything them-

selves, but rather the system that identifies them will carry out some action based on

that recognition.

Fig. 1 The typical IoT architecture.
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Fig. 1 shows the typical architecture taken: an application uses some sensing
apparatus to observe an object in the real world. A database is then queried over the
internet (or some other network) to resolve necessary information from the identity
that has been gained from the real-world object. The application can then use this
information to achieve its functional operations.

As the work towards an IoT progresses with works such as [20], the vision

evolves and converges with that of the IE field. In particular the inclusion of not

just passive objects, but active ones as well is increasingly popular. This now causes

confusion as to what the “things” in the IoT actually are [21] - “are they sensors,
are they devices, or are they passive objects?”

2.2 Intelligent Environments

As a multi-disciplinary research area, there are a huge variety of topics into which

IE researchers delve. Consequently, this results in diverse approaches being taken to

construct “living labs” in which the research is conducted. For example, the Cisco

“Internet House” was constructed on a full building scale, but its purpose was to

showcase a home with always-on Internet connectivity and appliance automation

(where the home and its appliances could be controlled over the internet). Similarly,

the Philips “HomeLab” [22] was a fully functional apartment whose purpose was

aimed more at user experience evaluation through the use of monitoring technolo-

gies (such as cameras and microphones). The greater extent of technology deploy-

ment in the MIT “Placelab” also took place in a dedicated apartment scale space

and focused on the space construction, technology deployment and user experience.

The Stanford “iRoom” [23] and National Institute for Science and Technology

(NIST) “smart space” [24] have investigated the deployment of ubiquitous com-

puting in the office / meeting room context. The Fraunhofer inHaus-Center run two

labs called the “SmartHome” and “SmartBuilding” for research into many different

areas of innovation including user interfaces [25], an area of research also investi-

gated by the “iRoom” at LIMSI [26]. Facilities such as the Duke University “Smart
Home” have been used primarily for student projects, while the more recent emer-

gence of community-lead “hackerspaces” around the world have promoted public

participation in technology-oriented projects. Being rich in interconnected comput-

ing devices, sensors and actuators, these “technology rich” environments are the

precursors to the IE - lacking only a quality of intelligence that is achieved through

the deployment of suitably endowed software, such as intelligent embedded-agents.

Recognising this disparity, researchers have deployed intelligence into numerous

spaces. At the University of Colorado, the “Adaptive Home” used a centralised

neural-network based controller that monitored approximately 75 sensors (light,

temperature, sound, motion, door/window state, etc.) and then took appropriate ac-

tion on related actuators in the home [27]. Over the lifetime of this lab, many ex-

periments were conducted and results published regularly. Such a rich publication

history also exists for the Georgia Institute of Technology “Aware Home” that ex-
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plores a huge diversity of subject areas including sociological applications such as

assisted-living and home-care [28]. The “PEIS home” at the Orebro University fur-

ther extends the capability of environment manipulation that lies within control of

software intelligence by deploying and integrating mobile robots into its infrastruc-

ture [29]]. Elegantly, some labs (such as the iRoom at the German University in

Cairo [30] and the MavHome at Washington State University [31]) are used to ex-

periment with populations of software agents that provide the ambient intelligence

(this is especially interesting when considering emergent behaviour from popula-

tions of agents that compete or collaborate).

At the turn of the century, when technology became cheap, small and abundant,

there was a renewed energy in the field of UC. Works such as [32] were stimu-

lated and the “disappearing computer” [33] was being chased. Among the fray of

projects that we spawned, the e-Gadgets (extrovert gadgets) project was started and

focused on the creation of pro-active “Intelligent Artefacts” [34]. In support of this,

the Intelligent Dormitory (also known as the “iDorm”) was constructed as a test-

bed that mimicked a single room student accommodation where individuals could

stay for short periods of time (1-2 weeks). Within this seemingly normal place, het-

erogeneous technology was embedded and interconnected to form a grid computing

deployment [35]. The iDorm identified and motivated continued work into the var-

ious challenges of UC, such as the Pervasive Home Environment Network (PHEN)

project that continued to investigate the middleware and end-user interaction chal-

lenges [36].

Fig. 2 The University of Essex iSpace (living-area).
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A range of devices, technologies and networks were used and almost every aspect

of the space could be monitored or controlled by the software agents that constantly

executed and evolved. This has been previously and comprehensively described over

years of publication, such as in [35] [37] [38]. In combination with desktop PCs

and hand-held devices; motion, pressure, temperature and light sensors sampled

the world, blinds could be opened / closed, lamps and lights could be dimmed /

switched, doors could be unlocked, heaters / coolers could be controlled, etc. From

this work, the “iSpace” (a fully functional apartment, shown in Fig. 2 discussed

more in Sect. 5) and the “iClassroom” [39] were evolved.

The salient point to note about the IE field is that objects are considered “active”
- they are envisioned to have embedded systems and communications capabilities

within them and so are able to perform tasks themselves. The combination of infras-

tructure and a population of these active-objects results in a complex and dynamic

distributed system - one that intelligent agents are envisioned to operate, thus giving

spaces an AmI quality . The overall IE resource is itself intended to be adaptable to

changes in context and user preference through software agents that not only sense

the real world, but also act upon it through actuators (see Fig. 3)

Fig. 3 The sense / act cycle that software agents conduct.
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3 The World View

Beyond the test-beds of research and proof-of-concept works; the realisation of the

UC / IoT / IE visions in the real world rely on operation at large-scale. To date this is

something that the IoT field has accomplished very well and that the IE field is only

just beginning to venture into [40] [41]. From a top-down perspective, our future

world can be seen as a set of geographically distributed IE “Spaces” - intercon-

nected by the internet (Fig. 4). Users roam through the physical world entering and

exiting these IEs in a transient nature - each user having a distinct “role” in each

and carrying with them a digital profile that contains their data, agents, preferences,

etc. [42] [43]. Users can then be considered to have a history of occupancy within

a subset of the IE superset (i.e. through the life of a user, that user will have visited

some of all the Spaces that exist within the world).

Fig. 4 An architecture for a “world-of-spaces”.

Within this model, there are two distinct architectures that come together: the

inter-Space and intra-Space . The inter-Space architecture is large-scale and formed

by the interconnection of Spaces over a large network such as the global internet.

The intra-Space architecture is concerned with how a space is composed from its

constituent devices and entities. We use the concept of an abstract “Entity” [44] to

describe the uniquely identifiable digital-presence for an object of some form (such

as a sensor, actuator, file, process, user, place, etc.) regardless if it is real, virtual,
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logical or otherwise. Entities reside on physical devices and are grouped into sets

that are published together by a “Peer” to a Space (Fig. 5).

In its simplest description; a Space (S) is a virtual machine (VM) that is dis-

tributed over a set of interconnected Peers that communicate through a network

using secure middleware [45] . This virtual machine abstraction provides the con-

ceptualisation that a space is centralised (with the associated advantages of manage-

ment and security), even though it is indeed distributed (with the inherent properties

of scalability and robustness). Several independent and isolated Spaces can exist

across the same set of network-connected devices.

Fig. 5 Construction of a Space from its fabric (“devices”, “peers” and “entities”).

The Space Controller (SC; Fig. 4) represents the convergence of the inter-Space

and intra-Space architectures. Itself an Entity; the SC acts as a gateway between

locality and the wider large-scale. It also has the responsibility to manage the Space,

its identity, members, etc. Through this gateway, Entities within a Space can be

securely and safely accessed from outside. This model represents the convergence

of IE and IoT towards a structured “internet-of-entities” .

4 Enabling Technology for IoT and IE convergence

A UC deployment is implicitly a distributed system - it relies on the interconnec-

tion of many computing devices and their software components across a network.

Fig. 6 shows this and also shows the enabling technologies that are deployed across

those devices. Of note, the middleware component (Sect. 4.1) must exist on every
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device that wishes to participate in the distributed system. This provides network

transparency for the software that is deployed on top of the middleware - allowing

higher level components to operate. Virtual Appliances can be formed, while Agents

, Applications and entities can communicate to achieve behaviour and functionality

within an IE (Sect. 4.2).

In the remainder of this section, these enabling technologies are presented.

Fig. 6 A distributed system involving many devices, middleware, agents, applications and entities.

4.1 Middleware

Middleware provides a common functionality to higher level software such as agents

and applications while abstracting the underlying implementation. It is the enabling

technology that permits the processes on a single computing device to be rendered

in a wider distributed computing environment - local resources can be exported

and remote resources imported. As discussed in Sect. 3, the realisation of a con-

verged IoT / IE reality depends on two kinds of architecture - the inter-Space and

the intra-Space. While they must both support the same functionality (such as Entity

discovery, interaction, eventing / subscription, etc.) they require slightly different

approaches that are tailored to the conditions under which they must operate. The

Space-Controller represents a convergence of these two approaches. At an inter-

Space level, functionality is required to connect between spaces across the internet,

while at the intra-Space level the emphasis is on the interconnection of Entities on

a local network. The purpose of these architectures is to provide an end-to-end sup-

port for the interconnection of communicating entities that may reside in separate

Spaces on a global scale.

Many approaches have been investigated for middleware that operates at the

intra-Space level, [44] [46] but the core functionality that has been evolved here
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has not been scaled-up to an inter-Space level (although the proposition of this has

been suggested [47], it is still an open and exciting area of investigation):

• “Entity Discovery”: The ability to discover a previously unknown entity given

some search parameters - this is a particularly difficult thing to achieve in a dis-

tributed system that is subject to any real entropy. On a large scale (such as

searching web-pages on the internet for content) this is usually achieved by cen-

tralised “Search Engines”, while on the intra-Space level it is realistic to use

distributed search requests through broadcast / multicast messaging.

• “Entity Resolving”: The ability to resolve an entity identity to the current loca-

tion of the entity so that further interaction may occur (by routing messages to

it). On the WWW, a URL acts as both a page identity and location, but in the IE /

IoT vision, entities may be mobile and move from location to location - identity

and location should therefore be de-coupled.

• “Interaction”: The ability to send messages to an entity and receive responses.

• “Eventing”: The ability to subscribe to an entity so that it may send asyn-

chronous messages back (this is in contrast to polling that is inefficient, par-

ticularly on a large scale).

Technically, the scope of approaches used to achieve functional middleware

varies, but the two most common are Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Message-

Oriented Middleware (MOM). These are very distinct in their approach - the former

treats remote objects like local ones and presents software with a proxy of some

form upon which procedures can be invoked as if it were a local resource, while

the latter achieves communications by routing messages between entities. More re-

cently, the concept of leveraging web technologies (HTTP, SOAP, etc.) and applying

them in a service oriented fashion has attracted much attention. Although most of the

work in this area still focuses on the use of larger, more powerful desktop / server

hardware, the performance limitations are plainly seen when attempting to apply

the same techniques with embedded systems that are less capable of processing the

comparatively large message sizes that are typically encoded in XML documents

(despite some more recent work in the past few years towards overcoming this lim-

itation [48] [49]).

It has become a popular practice to use these underlying technologies as simply

a transport mechanism and expose an Object model to the higher levels through

an API. This approach provides a more convenient / usable middleware (that can

sometimes be swapped out for alternative middleware) for higher level software

to utilise. As part of this, the middleware layer will typically also incorporate ex-

tra features to aid with reliability and quality-of-service such as automatic failure

detection and selection of new candidates. In some cases, the higher level API ac-

tually dictates the underlying model and results in what has come to be known as

Object-Oriented Middleware (OOM). The early Object Request Broker (ORB) ap-

proach [50] is quintessential of this kind of middleware and attempted to provide an

implementation independent specification (through the Interface Description Lan-

guage - IDL) from its inception. This approach is still popular and has resulted in

many flavours of OOM, such as [51], while forming the basis for further investiga-
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tions such as the emergence of Reflective middleware [52] that makes assurances

regarding the fidelity between an Object and its remote representations on the client

side.

It is well-understood that there is a necessity for entity identity that is unique

across space and time in a distributed system. Active-objects pro-actively present

their own identity to the Space in the form of an Entity , but passive-objects have no

way to achieve this and rely on the infrastructure to carry out the correct actions fol-

lowing identification. Passive objects must therefore be resolved from their ID by us-

ing logic / knowledge that exists either within an application / agent, a Space, a user-

profile or some other entity in the wider world. The effect of resolving a passive-

object identity can vary depending on what that object ID links to and the context in

which it is used (see Sect. 2.1: Physical-Browsing, Content-Repositories, Copy-and-

Paste, Communication-Points, Physical-Icons, Object-Reflection). For example; an

RFID tag that is linked to a user ID - when the tag is identified by an access-control

agent (that identifies users at a door and controls the door lock), the agent will seek

to establish if that user has permission to enter and either unlock the door or provide

some feedback to the contrary. However, the same tag linked to the same user in a

different context will have a different effect - for example if the tag is identified to

a coffee table, then that table may undergo some adaptation such as display artwork

/ messages. Likewise, an RFID tag that is linked to a song / album and identified

by the same table may display the artwork for that music and begin playback via a

media control agent. This is further explored in Sect. 5.

4.2 Agents, Applications and Virtual Appliances

Across the large-scale of deployment that is the world of Spaces, there is a very large

scope for “things-that-do” as consumers of existing information and producers of

synthetic information. The purpose of software that falls under any of these cate-

gories is to achieve some functionality - i.e. to do something. The variation among

them is due to how that something is done:

• Applications: These are pieces of software that are designed to achieve some

specific function and are generally developed to operate in the same way as tra-

ditional distributed system software - interacting with distributed entities across

a network. For example, a digital photo-frame that loads image entities across

the network and shows them sequentially on a display. This kind of application

may also expose some interface that allows other things-that-do to manipulate its

behaviour (for example, to pause on the current photo or flick through to the next

photo).

• Agents: These are somewhat more complex than standard applications; agents

are embedded with some form of AI or computational intelligence and are char-

acterised by being pro-active, that is they do not simply react to user control, but

actively operate independant of it. Some, but not all, will also have a capability to

learn from experience and self-adapt behaviour / structure. While they can oper-
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ate independantly, there is also a huge scope for populations of interacting agents

that cooperate and compete. Agents have been used extensively in the IE field,

where they are given the ability to interact with the real world through sensors

and acuators (see Fig. 3).

• Virtual Appliances: Virtual appliances can be constructed at runtime by linking

together several component entities [53]. For example, a music-player can be

constructed by linking a data source (for example an mp3 entity) to a decoder and

then to one or more speakers. By assigning input and output “ports” to entities,

simple graph-theory can be applied to construct a great number of appliances

from the same set of component entities - it is the flow on information between

them that achieves functionality. The appliances can be constructed, modified and

deconstructed in real-time by simply linking / unlinking their IO ports. Hence,

applications are recombinant [54].

All three kinds of things-that-do are portable across Spaces and can travel with

a user from Space-to-Space. They do however all rely on middleware functionality

to resolve component dependencies from those entities that are available at runtime

(a process known as “Runtime-Discovery”). This concept can be extended to im-

prove reliability / robustness to component failure by swapping out components for

“better” ones as and when they are found.

While virtual appliances are essentially instantiated by the interconnection of en-

tities, they are inherently bound to intra-Space deployment. Applications and agents

can, however, reside “in the cloud” and peer into Spaces by interacting with entities

that are accessible through the Space-Controller. This is especially useful consid-

ering that user-profiles will have some presence and dependance upon the cloud to

facilitate the migration of digital assets from Space-to-Space.

A mixed population of things-that-do within an environment gives the user an

experience that has a variable level of autonomy and transparency. This eases the

cognitive load on the user by hiding away some decision-making and operation

whilst making others overt. Filtering of user-direction makes the increasingly tech-

nological world more tractable without removing the sense of control that users

need in order to be accepting of UC. In particular, as a user moves from Space-to-

Space they experience a continuity of experience as the environment is adapted to

the preferences of the user. This gives an impression that there is a collective and

coordinated AmI at work on behalf of IE occupants.

5 Case Study: the Essex iSpace

The iSpace is a purpose-built, fully functional apartment that resides within the

School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering (CSEE) at the University

of Essex, UK (see Fig. 2). Its layout consists of a main living area, kitchen, bedroom,

study-room, bathroom and control room. A false ceiling and false walls provide ad-

ditional space to hide technology such as sensors, actuators and computational de-

vices from small embedded systems up-to full desktop PCs. As a UC deployment
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the iSpace is equipped with numerous sensors that sample the various phenomena

of the real world, actuators that manipulate aspects of the environment, computa-

tional devices that run software and a firewall protected network that interconnects

the entire resource. The architecture of this deployment is shown in Fig. 7, where the

Ethernet / WiFi backbone can easily be seen as the convergence of many devices,

some of which act as gateways into specific technologies. UPnP is deployed as a

middleware that homogenises the heterogeneous and distributed UC resources, thus

providing a consistent and accessible view of the network for software agents and

applications. At the time of writing (March 2012), there are over 100 UPnP devices

deployed within the iSpace network, each representing an entity of some form (logi-

cal, virtual, real, etc.). The availability of dynamic-discovery, event-subscription and

action-invocation within this living-lab allows loosely-coupled agents and applica-

tions to interact directly with every entity on the network - UPnP device / service

types define common interfaces; sensors can produce asynchronous events and ac-

tions can be invoked to achieve some function (such as turning on a light). While a

few implementations have been used, the UPnP functionality is primarily achieved

through the use of a Java based library called Youpi that was developed as part of the

Atraco project . This library has been released as open-source and is used in both

living-labs (such as the LIMSI iRoom ) and commercial products (such as those

offered by inAccess networks).

Although each gateway device in the iSpace is unique in its configuration, there

are two main types. The first configuration uses a Java based OSGi framework that

provides component management. Bundles of functionality (including the middle-

ware) are deployed in this framework and can be done so dynamically during run-

time. In this configuration a single runtime exists on the device and capabilities are

added by installing bundles of functionality. This is easy to manage and efficient in

operation due to the fact that only one instance of the middleware is running per

device (and so only one middleware runtime needs to communicate over the net-

work). In the second configuration, each component of functionality is wrapped in

its own application. This requires more effort to manage and is less efficient from

the perspective of the middleware, but is necessary where multiple components need

to be deployed to a device and each component has been developed using different

languages / tools. For example, our Windows PC-3 has two applications deployed

on it (as shown in Fig. 7):

1. A Java application that advertises functionality to control Curtains and also pro-

vides a management GUI. This application operates its own instance of the mid-

dleware, has the control logic in-built and communicates via a RS-232 serial

connection to the curtain actuators.

2. A C++ application that advertises functionality for the Ubisense real-time loca-

tion tracking system (RTLS). This application operates its own instance of the

middleware that wraps the installed software system (a Windows based applica-

tion) through a C++ API.

While some of the bundles / applications wrap functionality by communicating

directly with microcontrollers (as is the case for the curtains, lights, Phidget sensors
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Fig. 7 Architecture of technology deployment within the iSpace.

/ actuators and X10 devices) others exploit programming APIs of other software

packages (such as the Ubisense RTLS and the Lonworks sensors / actuators), or

have the exposed functionality in-built (such as is the case for the HTML5 based

user interfaces and media repositories). The technical details regarding each imple-

mentation is beyond the scope of this chapter and could be realistically achieved

using several approaches - what should be noted is the functionality they provide

and the way in which they can be utilised. For example it is important to under-

stand that a light can be advertised, described, manipulated and inspected through

its software representation that is made available to agents / applications that are

distributed across the network. In this specific example, three separate lighting tech-

nologies are used in parallel throughout the iSpace - but to a software consumer, a

light of each type is indistinguishable from a light of any other type as the interfaces

they implement are the same. The heterogeneity of the numerous components in the

iSpace is homogenised through the middleware, allowing a single consistent model

to be used.
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The iSpace is an excellent experimental facility for multi-disciplinary research

, this is especially useful across the spectrum of UC investigations where there is

a symbiotic relationship between computer-science and social-science; two of the

demonstrations from its portfolio are described below to holistically illustrate the

concepts introduced through this chapter: “FollowMe” and “HotSpot” . Both of

these demonstrators make use of RFID technology to recognise user-initiated events

- a form of HCI that permits explicit user control. The experimental setup is the same

for both the demonstrators and is shown in Fig. 8 below.

Fig. 8 Experimental setup of entities within the iSpace living-area for both FollowMe and
HotSpot.

In particular, a multi-agent approach is adopted and the deployment consists of

the following entities that are used to achieve desired operation:

1. Real Entities:
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a. Spot-Lights: Eight dimmable spot lights are embedded in the ceiling of the

living / kitchen area. Each is individually represented by a single UPnP device

and can have its state (on / off) and intensity (0-100) controlled.

b. Light-Level Sensors: Light sensors embedded in the walls and ceiling of the

iSpace provide localised measurements for light-levels and can be used to-

gether to build a picture of the overall lighting conditions in the space. Values

from each sensor can be retrieved through action invocation or by subscribing

to the UPnP device for asynchronous event notifications.

c. Curtains: Two windows are equipped with motorised curtain controls. Each

window is represented as a single UPnP device and can be in one of two states:

OPEN or CLOSED.

d. RFID-Readers: Two RFID readers are deployed - embedded into the furni-

ture of two contextual zones (markers indicate where a user must “tag-in”).

e. Screens: Of the six screens available, three are used within these demon-

strators. Each shows a full-screen HTML5 web-browser that is connected to

the UI agent (each screen provides a unique ID to the UI agent through the

URL that it GETs). The HTML5 web-sockets feature is used to maintain a bi-

directional link with the UI agent - this allows events to flow asynchronously

in both directions.

i. Screen-1: A 40” LCD TV with a touch-sensitive overlay. This screen is

used as a user interface.

ii. Screen-2: A 40” wall-mounted Plasma screen used as an ambient media

display.

iii. Screen-3: A table-top projection (top-down LCD projector onto kitchen

table) that provides user interface through a wireless trackpad.

2. Virtual Entities:

a. Light-Group: The eight “real” spot-lights can be addressed / controlled

through a single UPnP device that represents them as a virtual group. Virtual

light groups also exist for each of the contextual zones, but are not utilised in

FollowMe / HotSpot.

b. Curtain-Group: In a similar way to the Light-Group; the Curtain-Group pro-

vides a single and convenient representation for the two curtain devices to be

treated as one.

3. Logical Entities:

a. User Context-Agent (UCA): This software agent has knowledge of fixed

RFID reader locations a priori. It also has a database of known-users, each

with an associated identity, RFID-tag and profile. A subscription to the two

UPnP RFID readers allows RFID events to be monitored (the location of the

event can be inferred by using the ID of the source RFID-Reader). A UPnP

interface allows other agents to access user profile information and to sub-

scribe for user context changes that are initiated when a user “tags-in” to a

zone. Non-user RFID tags can be registered within a user-profile to generate
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specific events to subscribers (this is discussed further in the FollowMe and

Hotspot sub-sections).

b. Lighting-Agent: This Fuzzy-Task Agent (FTA) [55] controls the spot-lights

to achieve lighting adaptation in response to context events from the UCA.

A subscription to light-level sensors provides feedback from the environment

and a fuzzy membership function is used in conjunction with the learned user

preferences for light-levels.

c. UI-Agent: This software agent has knowledge of fixed screen locations a
priori and provides a HTML5 web-server for each screen to connect to (each

screen provides a unique screen ID when it connects). This agent subscribes

to the UCA and will modify the content of each individual screen when a user

context change event is received.

d. Media-Player: A UPnP media player is used to render audio and video on

demand. When active it occupies full-screen on Screen-1 (replacing other ac-

tive screen content such as the environment UI). For simplicity, the audio is

simply output through the TV speakers, but could be direted to some other

UPnP audio renderer if desired.

Why are there virtual groupings for lights / curtains? There are two reasons for

this: firstly, it is more convenient and robust to develop software that deals with

one remote resource than many. Secondly, Action invocation over a network using

middleware has an inherent problem - it incurs a time overhead. More specifically,

the current open-source “Youpi” implementation used requires ∼100ms to invoke

an action on a UPnP device. And so, when an agent / application wants to achieve

something like turn on a bunch of lights, there is a perceivable delay between the

first and last light illuminating. Using a singly addressable group removes this prob-

lem as only one action invocation is required and so the individual lights respond

together.

5.1 FollowMe

In this demonstrator, the user-interface for a specific occupant will migrate from

screen-to-screen as he / she roams through the iSpace - thus it follows the user [46].

This relies on knowledge of screen locations (which are fixed) and user location

(which is dynamic).

When a user touches an RFID-tag (such as the one shown in Fig. 9) onto a reader,

the UCA attempts to match the identity to one in its database. If the tag matches one

registered as a user-context-tag, then a context-change event is distributed to all

subscribed listeners. This event consists of the user-ID, a timestamp and a location-

ID (inferred from the RFID-reader-ID). If the user is not already logged-in to the

space, the listeners will utilise the user profile (available from the UCA) to configure

certain aspects of the environment. The Lighting-Agent sets the appropriate light

level and curtain state, the media player stops any currently playing media (and
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may start some background music if the user-profile specifies this preference), the

UI-Agent transfers the UI to the screen closest to the user location (Screen-1 or

Screen-3) and then sets the artwork on Screen-2 to the user preference. A textual

message is also popped-up on Screen-2 so that the user is informed of what just

happened.

Fig. 9 RFID-tag attached to the keys of a user.

As the user roams through the iSpace, they can touch-in to other locations - this

prompts the UCA to generate a new context-change event to all subscribed listeners.

When the UI-Agent receives this event it will migrate the UI from whichever screen

it is currently on and transfers it to the screen at the new user location.

5.2 HotSpot

In this demonstrator, a user can explicitly express some wish to the iSpace by placing

an RFID-tagged object onto a reader. Fig. 10 shows three kinds of tagged objects -

a document, some DVDs and a toy duck. The effect of each object on the space is

specified in the user profile - it should be noted that a single object can therefore have

a different effect depending on which user is currently logged-in. For the purpose of

this discussion, we will present one of the authors profiles (physical document maps

to digital document, DVDs map to movies and toy duck maps to music).

When a tagged object is placed on the reader, the UCA attempts to match the

identity to one in the current user profile. Described below are the effects of three

kinds of entity that are linked:

1. Document: A context-change event is generated by the UCA to indicate the user-

activity is “reading”. The Lighting-Agent adapts the lights and curtains to the

user preference for this task (for example all lights to full brightness and curtains
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Fig. 10 RFID-tagged objects: a) a document, b) two DVDs, c) a toy duck.

open). The UI-Agent displays a digital form of the document (PDF) on Screen-2

and the Media-Player stops any current video / music.

2. Movie: A context-change event is generated by the UCA to indicate the user-

activity is “watching-movie”.The Lighting-Agent adapts the lights and curtains

to the user preference for this task (for example all lights to low brightness and

curtains closed). The UI-Agent displays coverart on Screen-2 while the Media-

Player goes full-screen on Screen-1 and then begins playback of the movie

(streamed from a URL source over the network).

3. Music: Here the Genre of the linked music playlist is examined by the UCA in

order to further specify the generation of a context-change event. As a result,

the UCA notifies its listeners to indicate a “relaxing-with-music” activity.The

Lighting-Agent adapts the lights and curtains to the user preference for this task

(for example all lights to low brightness and curtains closed). The UI-Agent dis-

plays coverart on Screen-2 while the Media-Player goes full-screen on Screen-1

and then begins music playback (streamed from a URL source over the network).
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6 Conclusions and Future Challenges

In this chapter we have discussed the convergence of IoT and IE approaches into a

workable model that caters to both active and passive objects. A case study of the

University of Essex iSpace is provided in which two demonstrators are described

that illustrate the discussed convergence.

The abstraction of all things as entities allow software populations to make use

of common functionality in order to reason with and manipulate a vast array of

“things”. And so, the entities that form the fabric of an IE can be tailored to the

preferences of a user. This is facilitated by middleware that renders a homogeneous

distributed system from heterogeneous “things”. To ease the need on humans for

direction and orchestration, intelligent agents collectively form an AmI that interacts

with the real world through the use of sensors and actuators - providing a quality of

intelligence that achieves autonomy.

The grand vision we have is for a world of Spaces, where each space constitutes

an IE. People will be able to roam from Space-to-Space and enjoy a continuity of

experience. There is still a lot of work to be done to achieve this. In particular, the

inter-Space and intra-Space relationships need to be integrated and aligned to allow

universal and global interoperability. The work towards realising AmI must also

make breakthroughs, particularly in the support of multiple-users from its current

proof-of-concept state in which single user scenarios are the norm. Security and pri-

vacy must also see a vast improvement before widespread adoption is made; perhaps

the grandest challenge of all however, is to address the legal and societal boundaries

to acceptance. The world is certainly becoming more accepting of technology in

society - mobile phones, set-top boxes, tablet computers, etc. are already pervasive

and have broken down the “digital divide” that once excluded certain groups of

people from adoption. However, the more exciting current trend is the emergence

of a global community that includes hobbyists and professionals alike that are in

particular taking advantage of cheap and freely-available electronics such as [56]

[57] [58] to realise new and novel creations that contribute to the IoT - an exemplar

of technology in society.

What next could we envision once we have this world of Spaces ? perhaps Spaces

that are structurally reconfigurable - a challenge more for architects and engineers

within this, a multi-disciplinary field.
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